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Abstract 

 E-healthcare is a digital version of a patient’s medical history, which 

includes information about their medical conditions, treatments, and 

medications. E-healthcare is typically used by healthcare providers to improve 

the quality of patient care. E-healthcare systems are essential tools that contain 

sensitive patient information and are subject to strict privacy and security 

regulations. Since the rise of the cloud computing many healthcare providers 

are now storing their E-healthcare data on cloud-based systems. Transferring 

E-healthcare data to the cloud computing can introduce a variety of security 

challenges that must be carefully considered and managed. One of the main 

security concerns when moving E-healthcare data to the cloud computing is the 

risk of unauthorized access to patient information. The access control is a 

critical component of E-healthcare systems, and ensuring secure and 

appropriate access to patient data is essential for protecting security. Also, 

privacy is maintained for the integrity of the healthcare system by encrypting 

data when storing it in the cloud. The access control allows only authorized 

users to access E-health data. In healthcare, timely access to patient data is 

critical for effective care delivery. Time delays in accessing data can lead to 

serious consequences for patient care that including delayed diagnosis and 

inappropriate treatment. For this reason, the time delay of user access is 

decreased using the proposed algorithms. 

 In this thesis, the Generate Access Key (GAK) algorithm is proposed 

based on Message Authentication Code (MAC) and Hashing technique to 

produce a Security Secret Key (SSK). The GAK would work by providing 

users with a unique SSK that would be used to allow them to access data in the 

E-healthcare based cloud system with the minimum of delay. Users are also 

given flexible access rights based on their role and rights according to User 

Access Rights (UAR) algorithm. In order to protect the privacy of users, the 



 

X 

data is encrypted using the Database Encryption (DBE) algorithm before being 

stored in the database and to read by the users the data in the system must be 

decrypted based on the Database Decryption (DBD) algorithm. The simulation 

results of our algorithms show that the delay for authenticating two hundred 

users is 440 milliseconds, and the data response time is 150 milliseconds for 

200 participants requesting data simultaneously. The computational cost was 

compared with other related works and found that in our algorithm, 0.035 

milliseconds were needed for all the registration, login, and authentication 

stages.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 The development made in Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) has had a significant impact on all sectors across the globe, and one of 

its most significant innovations in the healthcare sector is the development of 

Electronic Healthcare (E-healthcare) through the use of Information 

Technology (IT) (Kim et al., 2019). E-healthcare is a digital version of a 

patient’s medical history, which includes information about their health status, 

medical conditions, treatments, and medications. E-healthcare is typically used 

by healthcare providers to improve the quality of patient care. E-healthcare 

systems are essential tools that contain sensitive patient information and are 

subject to strict privacy and security regulations. With the rise of the cloud, 

many healthcare providers are now storing their E-healthcare data on cloud-

based systems. Transferring E-healthcare data to the cloud can introduce a 

variety of security challenges that must be carefully considered and managed. 

One of the main security concerns when moving E-healthcare data to the cloud 

is the risk of unauthorized access to patient information (Abdulmalik et al., 

2023, Alzahrani et al., 2020). The access control is a critical component of E-

healthcare systems, and ensuring secure and appropriate access to patient data 

is essential for protecting security. Also, privacy is maintained for the integrity 

of the healthcare system by encrypting data when storing it in the cloud. So, 

the access control allows only authorized users to access E-health data. In 

healthcare, timely access to patient data is critical for effective care delivery 

(Seol et al., 2018). Time delay in accessing data can lead to serious 

consequences for patient care, including delayed diagnosis, inappropriate 

treatment, and even patient harm. For this reason, the time of user access is 

decreased. 
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 The Generate Access Key (GAK) algorithm is proposed to produce a 

Security Secret Key (SSK). The GAK would work by providing users with a 

unique SSK that would be used to allow them to access data in the E-

healthcare-based cloud system with the minimum of delay. Users are also 

given flexible access rights based on their role and rights according to User 

Access Rights (UAR) algorithm. To protect the privacy of users, the data is 

encrypted using the Database Encryption (DBE) algorithm before being stored 

in the database. To be read by the users, the data in the system must be 

decrypted based on the Database Decryption (DBD) algorithm. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 Transferring E-health data to the cloud introduces some security and 

privacy challenges that must be carefully considered and managed. 

➢ Patient data can be vulnerable to a number of attacks and risks, including 

unauthorized access, data breaches, and compromised healthcare 

services. 

➢ Illegal users can exploit vulnerabilities in the system to gain 

unauthorized access to sensitive patient data, such as medical histories, 

treatment plans, and payment information. 

➢ Patients are also reluctant to use E-healthcare services if they feel that 

their privacy is not protected. 

➢ Lack of privacy leads to illegal use of patient data . 

➢ Inadequate attention to time may lead to security and privacy breaches 

that can have far-reaching consequences. 

➢ Latency time in granting or revoking access to patient data can lead to 

data breaches or the unauthorized use of patient data. 

➢ Access control policies should be implemented in a timely manner to 

ensure that only authorized users have access to patient data. 
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1.3 The Aims of Thesis 

 Viewing the current systems developed by researchers in an earlier year 

to know the most important methods and strategies used in this field and benefit 

from them to plan future solutions.     

      Also, designing a system that ensures the efficient use and 

distribution of a cloud-based E-healthcare system model that addresses security 

and privacy concerns. The emphasis is on developing methods that ensure only 

authorized users have access to E-health data while also minimizing user 

access time. 

1.4 Thesis Objectives 

➢ In order to study methods that are used for secure access scheme for 

cloud-based E-Healthcare services. 

➢ In order to design and implement new algorithms for E-healthcare based 

cloud services. 

➢ In order to obtain the security and privacy requirements in the proposed 

algorithms. 

➢ In order to solve the problem of unauthorized access by getting 

authentication for only valid users by performing the GAK algorithm 

that gives a unique SSK to each user. 

➢ In order to address the issue of time delay in data access. 

➢ In order to protect the privacy of the users, the data is encrypted before 

being stored in the database using the DBE algorithm. 

➢ In order to give users a flexible access rights based on UAR algorithm. 

➢ In order to decrypt the data for reading by valid users according to DBE 

algorithm. 

➢ Ability to write a program using the new algorithm and apply it to obtain 

a good result. 
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➢ In order to provide a secure transmission channel between the user and 

the cloud database. 

1.5 Thesis Contribution 

➢ GAK algorithm is proposed based on MAC algorithm and Hashing 

technique that generates unique Security Secret Keys (SSKs) for users, 

which enables robust and secure access to data in the cloud system. 

➢ The flexible access rights provided by the UAR algorithm that allows 

for a fine-grained access control mechanism, which enhances data 

security. 

➢ DBE algorithm is proposed based on AED and SHA algorithms that 

encrypts the data before storing it in the database, which protects the 

privacy of users and prevents unauthorized access to sensitive data. 

➢ DBD algorithm enables the decryption of data for authorized users, 

which ensures that the data remains usable while maintaining its 

confidentiality. 

1.6 Outline of The Thesis 

The outline of this thesis is also included with this chapter and the 

following chapters: 

Chapter 2: Contains background and literature reviews of security in E-

healthcare systems and highlights the challenges and risks involved in sharing 

E-healthcare with other stakeholders, emphasizes the importance of reducing 

delay in data access and protect user privacy. 

Chapter 3: proposes the Generate Access Key (GAK) algorithm to 

produce a Security Secret Key (SSK). The GAK would work by providing 

users with a unique SSK that would be used to allow them to access data in the 

E-healthcare-based cloud system. Users are also given flexible access rights 
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based on their role and rights according to User Access Rights (UAR). To 

protect the privacy of users, the data is encrypted using the Database 

Encryption (DBE) algorithm before being stored in the database. To be read 

by the users, the data in the system must be decrypted based on the Database 

Decryption (DBD) algorithm. 

Chapter 4: Shows the simulation results along with the figures, and 

evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithms.  

Chapter 5: Presents the conclusions and future work about this thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND THEORY and 

LITERATURE REVIEWS 

2.1 Introduction  

E-healthcare is the use of electronic communication and Information 

Technologies (IT) to improve healthcare services and support healthcare 

management. E-healthcare encompasses a broad range of applications, such as 

Electronic Health Records (EHR) (Kim et al., 2019), Electronic Medical 

Records (EMR) (Khan et al., 2014), home Telehealth (Chumbler et al., 2007), 

Personal Health Records (PHR) (Flaumenhaft and Ben-Assuli, 2018), and 

health information exchange (HIE) (Esmaeilzadeh and Sambasivan, 2016). 

These applications enable healthcare providers to improve patient care and 

outcomes by providing timely and accurate information, facilitating 

communication between healthcare providers and patients, and increasing 

access to healthcare services. (Susanto et al., 2017). The E-Healthcare system 

enhances healthcare collaboration and coordination in order to simultaneously 

raise care levels and decrease costs (Kute et al., 2022).  

In the past, health records were stored in a decentralized manner, where 

each hospital or healthcare institution had its own database server to store 

patient data. However, with the rise of e-healthcare applications, it has become 

increasingly important for patient data to be accessible on application servers 

that are typically hosted in the cloud (Wehde, 2019). With the use of networks, 

servers, memory, software, and services such as these that can be quickly 

provided and delivered with the least amount of management work and 

interaction from service providers, cloud computing enables quick, on-demand 

access to a shared stock of customizable computational resources. (Xiao et al., 

2012). Cloud computing refers to the use of internet accessible healthcare 

servers to collect, monitor, and analyze healthcare data. E-Healthcare services 

enable the effective communication of patient data across various entities, such 
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as patients, nurses, doctors, laboratory staff, receptionists, and pharmacists. 

The cloud computing model offers several options for enabling flexible and 

controllable information sharing (Sun et al., 2014).  

However, there are difficulties with sharing E-health data in the cloud 

computing. The health data of patients is very sensitive because it contains 

personal information, including the details about the patient’s medical history, 

symptoms, treatment, associated diseases, or even family health history (Tari 

et al., 2015). In addition, privacy and security are significant obstacles to the 

widespread adoption of cloud in some areas. When users outsource sensitive 

health data for sharing on cloud servers, it presents many new challenges for 

data security and privacy. As a result, ensuring the protection of personal health 

information stored in the cloud is critical, and robust security measures must 

be in place to prevent unauthorized access. These challenges must be addressed 

to ensure the safe and effective use of cloud computing in healthcare.  

Access control is a critical aspect of E-healthcare systems, and ensuring 

secure and appropriate access to patient data is essential for protecting security 

and privacy while also maintaining the integrity of the healthcare system. 

Access control must be controlled to ensure that only authorized users can 

access the E-health data. However, a delay in accessing data can have serious 

consequences for patient care, as healthcare providers may not have access to 

important information when they need it. (Esposito et al., 2018). Several 

approaches have been discussed to address issues of access control in E-

healthcare systems. A series of procedures are used to grant access to ensure 

that this person may access the resources they have requested (Kurdi et al., 

2019). Usually, these actions include, identification, authentication, and 

authorization. This chapter focuses on using E-healthcare based cloud security 

challenges, the importance of data access control is discussed, and related 

works about access control are reviewed. 
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2.2 E-healthcare   

 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) supports E-

healthcare, a relatively new field that offers medical information and healthcare 

services. There are several definitions used in this field. and the commonly 

used term is “E-Healthcare”. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines 

E-Healthcare as “the cost-effective and secure use of information and 

communications technologies in support of health and health-related fields, 

including healthcare services, health surveillance, health education, 

knowledge, and research” (Ojo et al., 2007, Omary et al., 2009).  

2.3 Applications of E-healthcare 

 E-Healthcare aims to increase collaboration and coordination amongst 

healthcare providers in order to simultaneously raise care quality and lower 

costs. The high advantages and wide-ranging potential will speed up the 

development of E-healthcare. The main and most deeply researched E-

healthcare applications around the world include (Mosa et al., 2012):  

➢ Electronic Health Record (EHR): An EHR contains various data 

points related to a person's health, including medical history, diagnoses, 

medications, allergies, lab test results, imaging reports, and more. EHRs 

are designed to be interoperable, meaning they can be accessed and 

shared between different healthcare organizations to support 

coordinated care. The purpose of an EHR is to provide a comprehensive 

and accurate record of an individual's health history that can be used by 

healthcare providers to make informed treatment decisions (Kim et al., 

2019).  

➢ Electronic Medical Record (EMR): EMR refers to an electronic record 

that contains health-related information about an individual and is used 
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in the medical process. The record can be created, managed, and 

accessed by authorized clinicians and staff within a healthcare 

organization. EMRs are designed to improve the management of patient 

information, enhance communication among healthcare providers, and 

increase the efficiency of healthcare delivery. (Khan et al., 2014). 

➢ Personal Health Record (PHR): A PHR is a digital collection of an 

individual’s health-related information that can be obtained from various 

sources and managed by the owner. The owner of the PHR has control 

over who can access the record and can choose to share it with healthcare 

providers or other relevant parties as needed (Flaumenhaft and Ben-

Assuli, 2018).  

➢ Home Telehealth: Home Telehealth is the healthcare services provided 

by home healthcare providers to connect home-based patients with 

external sources of healthcare information and services. This includes 

remote monitoring of a patient's vital signs, virtual consultations with 

healthcare professionals, medication management, and other related 

services (Chumbler et al., 2007). 

➢  Health Information Exchange (HIE): HIE refers to the secure sharing 

of health-related information among different organizations. This 

process can involve gathering information from sources such as health 

research labs, disease communities, and organizations using E-

healthcare systems and other related technologies (Esmaeilzadeh and 

Sambasivan, 2016). 
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2.3 Cloud Computing  

Cloud computing is a form of computing that utilizes virtualized 

resources and services that can be scaled dynamically and accessed over the 

Internet. It is not only a technological concept but also a paradigm that offers 

quickly deployable, distributed, and elastic resources like servers, storage, 

applications, and networks (Peng et al., 2014). Many companies are gradually 

reaching various limitations for the number of records they can handle inside 

their IT infrastructure due to the volume of data in the majority of E-healthcare 

systems today. Since cloud computing provides "unlimited" computer 

resources and capacity, it may quickly solve this problem (Shaw-Saliba et al., 

2022). 

Implementing cloud computing technology would help healthcare 

professionals deliver higher-quality care that is also more efficient. More 

significantly, it helps them exchange information, collaborate better, and spend 

less on infrastructure. The cloud paradigm offers a platform for regional, 

national, and worldwide data aggregation employing a wide range of 

topologies that might quickly and affordably combine numerous devices, data 

sources, and services (Javaid et al., 2022). 

2.4 Cloud Computing for Healthcare Sectors  

Today’s healthcare environments require a system that reduces the time-

consuming and costly processes required to get a patient’s full healthcare 

history and universally combines the collection of health data in order to 

provide it to the healthcare staff. E-healthcare makes it possible for users, 

insurance providers, and healthcare professionals to produce, manage, and 

access healthcare data in a variety of situations. General structure of E-

healthcare based-cloud is shown in Fig.2.1. All healthcare organizations have 

as their major goal expanding the number of individuals who have access to 
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healthcare services (Cresswell et al., 2022). The healthcare sectors require 

greater computing power to improve the quality of service since the amount of 

data that has to be stored, analyzed, and updated is growing dramatically. By 

offering better, quicker, more secure, and universal services at a cheaper cost 

that satisfy the needs of the healthcare industry, the cloud computing 

environment enhances patient care. As a result, healthcare providers are more 

ready to shift their systems to the cloud (Gupta et al., 2022). 

 

Fig. 2. 1 general structure of E-healthcare based cloud 

2.4.1 Cloud based E-healthcare Service Models 

 There are three different service models for cloud-based E-healthcare as 

presented in Fig. 2.2: 

➢ Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Clients can supply virtual storage, 

virtual machines, virtual infrastructure, and other physical components 

using IaaS. All infrastructure is managed by the IaaS service provider, 

while the customer is in charge of all other deployment related tasks. 

This can contain the software programs, operating system, and user 

interface (Mahmood, 2011). 
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➢ Platform as a Service (PaaS): PaaS offers virtual computers, operating 

systems, services, applications, transactions, development frameworks, 

and control structures. The customer can either utilize applications that 

are coded or put their own applications on the cloud infrastructure. using 

the PaaS service provider’s supported tools and languages (Moghaddam 

et al., 2015). The proposed system model is designed using PaaS. 

➢ Software as a Service (SaaS): The top layer of the cloud computing 

stack, known as SaaS, is the one that the end user actually uses. 

Customers have the option to use a service provider’s application that 

is stored on a cloud infrastructure. A thin client interface, such as a web 

browser, allows access from a variety of client devices (Azeez and Van 

der Vyver, 2019). 

 

Fig. 2. 2 Cloud based E-healthcare Service Models 

2.4.2 Cloud based E-healthcare Delivery Models 

 Models for cloud-based E-Healthcare services three different types of 

cloud models are commonly used. Private, public, and hybrid clouds are 

available. 
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➢ Private cloud: E-healthcare in a private cloud is only accessible by 

recognized staff members of healthcare organizations that are 

considered as trustworthy and reliable (Subashini and Kavitha, 2011). 

➢ Public cloud: In this model, the shared infrastructure is entirely the 

provider’s responsibility. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) provide the 

services for this type of cloud technology. Due to the fact that E-

healthcare is kept on servers that are located off-site and managed by 

CSPs, they are extremely susceptible to different attacks and 

manipulations. Effective cryptographic tools and fine-grained access 

control frameworks are needed to get around this security issue 

(Subashini and Kavitha, 2011).  

➢ Hybrid cloud: This combines both private and public clouds such that 

each model operates separately but is connected via common 

technology. This model’s implementation for E-healthcare is very 

beneficial since it incorporates the advantages of both models (public 

and private). Healthcare providers can easily utilize third party services 

to store massive amounts of medical data if they have limited financial 

resources, physical space, and a strong desire to stick with existing 

systems. However, before it can be used to its full potential, an effective 

security architecture is required (Azeez and Van der Vyver, 2019). Fig. 

2.3 shows the delivery models of clouds. Hybrid cloud is employed in 

the proposed system model. 
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Fig. 2. 3 Hybrid cloud-based E-Healthcare 

2.5 E-Healthcare Cloud Computing Benefits 

  Improved patient care as a result of continuous communication between 

patients and many healthcare stakeholders. Doctors have access to patient data 

anytime, anywhere for analysis and diagnosis. E-healthcare cloud computing 

offers numerous benefits, including: 

1) Cost savings: buying expensive hardware and software is not necessary. The 

reductions include all direct costs associated with purchasing hardware and 

software for on-premises use, as well as support and maintenance costs. 

2) Energy savings: Since there is no longer a demand for on-site data centers, 

energy costs will drop along with the need for expensive cooling. 

3) Robust disaster recovery: Almost all cloud service providers offer backup 

systems and services in case of an emergency. 

4) Research: To support national efforts in illness prevention, disease control, 

and epidemic tracking, the cloud acts as a central data source. 
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5) Rapid deployment means that software and hardware could be utilized very 

quickly. 

6) Data availability: All entities involved in healthcare, such as doctors, clinics, 

hospitals, and insurance companies, have easy access to data. (Tahir et al., 

2020, Pino and Di Salvo, 2013). 

2.6 Privacy and Security in E-healthcare Cloud 

 The patient health data includes all of the following: personal 

information, medical history information, symptoms, related conditions, and 

even family medical history. As a result of its special sensitivity, implementing 

the practice of sharing electronic health information would increase the privacy 

and security challenges of such data. As a result, security and privacy must be 

taken into account while sharing health information. 

➢ Privacy: Patients own the health data, despite it being shared. It is 

crucial to make sure only the patient or the authorized representative 

can specify who may read the shared health information and for what 

purposes. Not every piece of data a patient produces is equally sensitive. 

In other words, some information is shared by the patient for specific 

purposes and some information is not. It has to deal with the issue of 

how to logically organize the health data for distribution for a patient’s 

various needs under various circumstances (Sengan et al., 2022).  

➢  Security: Security is the guarantee that only authorized people or 

organizations may access patient data. One of the most common causes 

of data leakage is employee theft and unauthorized access, along with 

unintentional exposure as a result of system faults. Unauthorized entry 

and outside, harmful attacks are another problem. The security of shared 
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health data must be guaranteed by the providers. Therefore, the identity, 

encryption, and access control of patient health data are required 

(Pelekoudas-Oikonomou et al., 2022). 

2.7 Common E-healthcare Security and Privacy Issues 

In order to address the emerging security and privacy concerns impeding 

the widespread adoption of cloud computing by healthcare providers, in this 

section we highlight essential security issues for E-Healthcare systems 

(Mohamed et al., 2022). 

➢ Access Control: Access control is a critical security challenge in E-

healthcare-based cloud systems. This is because E-healthcare systems 

typically contain sensitive and confidential information about patients, 

such as their medical history, personal information, and treatment plans. 

Cloud-based E-healthcare systems typically allow access to this 

information from different locations, devices, and users, which 

increases the risk of unauthorized access. Therefore, implementing 

proper access control mechanisms is essential to ensure the 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of patient data (Salji et al., 

2022). 

➢ Confidentiality: One of the most critical concerns in E-healthcare is 

the confidentiality of patient information. Unauthorized access to 

sensitive medical data can cause irreparable damage to patients, 

including identity theft, medical identity theft, and financial fraud.  

➢ Integrity: Integrity ensures that the health data collected by a system 

or presented to any organization is correct and consistent with the 

intended information and has not been changed. 

➢ Availability: For any healthcare cloud to work properly, information 

must be available at 24/7. The availability of data in critical situations, 
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especially the capability to continue operations even when several 

authorities misbehave, is a vital and frequently underestimated feature 

of the eHealth system (Löhr et al., 2010).  

2.8 Classification of Security Solutions in E-Healthcare Systems 

The improvement of information technology and data communications 

increases the sharing of extremely sensitive health data. E-health systems are 

commonly utilized, and many healthcare centers rely on the internet and local 

networks for the transmission and receiving of health information. Many 

security mechanisms have been established over the years to maintain patient 

privacy and secure the protection of sensitive health data (Idoga et al., 2016).  

2.8.1 Access Control  

There are certain non-cryptographic ways that can give security as well, 

but they are not generally employed since they only provide partial protection 

for the E-health cloud computing when compared to the security provided by 

crypto methods (Li et al., 2020). Secure access is important for any E-

healthcare system. Access control must be controlled using a quick but strong 

authentication. Access control is a technique for limiting access to a patient’s 

public health data to only authorized parties. Typically, the privilege and right 

of each authorized practitioner by a patient or other reliable third party form 

the foundation of the policy of access control. (Kurdi et al., 2019). The security 

and access control issues have been addressed with a number of methods. A 

series of procedures are used to give access to ensure that this person may 

access the resources they have asked for. Usually, these actions include: 

Identification, Authentication, and Authorization. 

➢ Identification: Users must provide identification information such as a 

username or email address to access the E-healthcare system. This step 
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helps to verify the user’s identity and determine if they have permission 

to access the patient's health information (Arikumar et al., 2022). 

➢ Authentication: After providing identification information, users must 

authenticate their identity using a password, biometrics, or smart card. 

This step ensures that only authorized users have access to the E-

healthcare system (Nigam et al., 2022). 

➢ Authorization: Once authenticated, users must be authorized to access 

specific patient records based on their role and responsibility. The E-

healthcare system should provide a role-based access control model that 

grants access only to authorized users based on their job responsibilities. 

➢ Review and Monitoring: Access control policies and procedures should 

be reviewed regularly to ensure that they are effective and up-to-date. 

The E-healthcare system should have mechanisms to monitor user 

activity, detect unauthorized access attempts, and alert system 

administrators in case of any suspicious activity (Tawalbeh et al., 2020). 

2.8.2 Cryptography 

Health data is highly sensitive information that must be protected to 

ensure patient privacy and prevent unauthorized access. Cryptography can help 

protect health data by encrypting it during transmission and storage. This 

ensures that even if a hacker or other unauthorized person gains access to the 

data, they will be unable to read it. There are several cryptographic techniques 

that can be used to protect health data, including Broad-cast Encryption 

Schemes, Attribute-based Encryption, Block chain-based Encryption, and 

Searchable Symmetric Encryption are among the encryption methods utilized 

in the E-health system (Huang et al., 2018). 

➢ Public Key Encryption (PKE) and Symmetric Key Encryption 

(SKE): Encryption is essential for data protection. Encryption disables 
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electronic information so that no one other than the key may access it. 

PKE and SKE are two different methods of encrypting data to protect it 

from unauthorized access. SKE involves using a single secret key to both 

encrypt and decrypt the data. This key must be kept secret, as anyone 

who has the key can decrypt the data. Examples of SKE algorithms 

include Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). SKE is generally faster 

and more efficient than PKE, but it requires the secure distribution of 

the secret key to all parties involved in the communication. 

 PKE, also known as asymmetric encryption, uses a pair of keys, 

one public and one private. The public key is available to anyone, while 

the private key is kept secret by the owner. The encryption process uses 

the public key to encrypt the data, and only the corresponding private 

key can be used to decrypt the data. PKE is slower than SKE but 

provides stronger security as the private key is not shared with anyone 

else. (Celesti et al., 2019).  

➢ Broadcast Encryption : Broadcast encryption is a technology that 

allows a website to protect its transmissions during mid-stream 

broadcast and deliver them to a specific group of receivers, while also 

minimizing the high-speed communication discussed in the article 

(Schiza et al., 2019). 

➢ Qualified Encryption: Qualified Encryption is a form of public key 

cryptography that prioritizes privacy. It involves using the customer's 

private key to delete paragraph descriptions, and only allows access to 

the security area-based security unit if the user key symbols match the 

text symbols mentioned explicitly by (Lin and Jiang, 2021). 

➢ Blockchain-Based Encryption: The electronic health record system 

faces significant challenges in verifying, protecting, and synchronizing 

patient data, and the decentralized nature of health records poses 

privacy risks. To ensure accuracy and integrity of electronic health data, 
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hash counts and blockchain-based recording are used. To address 

privacy concerns, patient data details were removed from the Ethereum 

blockchain, and a new agreement was reached to allow word searches 

without the need for third-party access, as explained in the article 

(Khezr et al., 2019). 

➢ Searchable Symmetric Encryption: Searchable Symmetric Access 

(SSE) enables a user to access the data entered without the fear of data 

loss when transmitting to the cloud. Despite significant interest, present 

research does not investigate how SSE structures are produced and how 

they end up in various sections of the SSE system. The inverted file list 

is used by most programs to determine the proper file size and perform 

a sublinear search (Li et al., 2020). 

2.9 Methods to Encrypt Health Data  

           The data is secured through data encryption, which encrypts the data 

using an appropriate cryptographic process. Encrypt data while it’s in transit 

or at rest, such as when it’s on a cloud or local database (Khan and Hoque, 

2016, Manikandan et al., 2021). Three different types of encryptions are most 

common: 

➢ E2E encryption: Private keys are used to encrypt records at the end 

device. A safe technique if access to the data on the backend is never 

required. 

➢ Database-level encryption: All of the database’s records are encrypted 

as a single unit. This method is not particularly secure because all the 

records might be unlocked at once. 

➢ Record-level encryption: The records of every patient are individually 

encrypted. a much safer alternative than database-level encryption since 

each key can only be used to decrypt a record. 
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Typically, database-level security is enough for most data. This is what 

cloud companies deliver to their clients. However, record-level encryption 

should be used for health data. Each record is encrypted with its own key in 

this case. End-to-end encryption may be preferable for securing sensitive data. 

The communication is encrypted before being delivered to the network and can 

only be deciphered by the recipient. These technologies are not provided by 

traditional cloud providers. 

2.10 Literature Reviews 

 Addressing security and privacy issues in E-Healthcare has been the 

subject of extensive research. Some suggested secure E-Health system 

architectures are reviewed. 

In order to survive well-known attacks and provide strong performance,  

(Yassin et al., 2016)  suggested a secure biometric-based remote authentication 

technique leveraging biometric properties of hand-geometry. They have also 

developed a system that is resistant to well-known attacks including password 

guessing, server impersonation, insider attacks, Denial of Service (DOS) 

attacks, replay attacks, and parallel-session attacks. This approach is effective 

in terms of computation costs that is 0.0598 milliseconds when compared to 

other comparable techniques. Using a flexible authentication technique, 

(Zhang et al., 2017) have suggested a biometric authenticated key agreement 

approach for e-health systems to secure the privacy of the user. A dynamically 

verifying table is used in place of the conventional identity-password table to 

ensure untrace ability, preserving user anonymity. As a result, the suggested 

technique the computational time cost is 0.0506 milliseconds. 

 (Taher et al., 2018) proposed an authentication scheme for IoT and cloud 

servers. The proposed scheme ensures mutual authentication, resists 
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eavesdropping attacks, and achieves forward secrecy. Effective result to reduce 

the computation cost is achieved that is 0.0437 milliseconds. An additional 

storage space in the memory is also provided. (Aghili et al., 2019) presented 

an authentication and key agreement protocol that preserves anonymity and 

provides an access control mechanism for the user. Our proposed protocol, 

called lightweight authentication and ownership transfer protocol for e-health 

systems (LACO), can also cover the transfer of user/doctor ownership. Both 

the security and efficiency of LACO are evaluated and demonstrated that the 

computation time is 0.0521 milliseconds. 

 A biometric-based user authentication system was proposed by (Kaul et 

al., 2020) to offer consumers individualized services in a secure and effective 

manner. A simple data access control procedure has been provided in the 

suggested authentication so that only authorized users can access the data in 

accordance with their capabilities. Also, in order to protect user privacy, 

communication between users instead of using their global identifiers instead 

uses their temporary local identifiers. But the system is set up such that in an 

emergency, if necessary, the user's global identification may be recovered. The 

computational time cost of the suggested authentication technique is 0.046 

milliseconds. (Abdulmalik et al., 2023) proposed a secure authentication 

scheme that uses the authenticated delegating mechanism based on two factors, 

first is a one-time password and generating a secure variable vector from a 

legible user's digital image to enable the permission of a user through the back-

end database of a cloud server. The proposed mutual authentication can protect 

the information against well-known attacks, ensure the user's privacy, and key 

management. Moreover, comparisons with existing algorithms show that the 

proposed algorithms supplies more privacy, security metrics, and resistance to 

attacks than the others while being more efficient in computation cost that is 

0.096 milliseconds. 
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Table 2.1 Summaries of literature reviews 

References Proposed model Result Numerical 

result 

(Yassin et 

al., 2016) 

The authentication 

scheme that relies on 

hand geometry and 

smart card factors is 

robust. 

 

It is powerful to 

attacks and has high 

capabilities in both 

communication and 

computation costs. 

The 

computational 

time cost is 

0.0598 

milliseconds. 

(Zhang et 

al., 2017) 

Ensuring privacy in 

E-health systems 

through the use of a 

constantly changing 

authentication key. 

Successfully 

fulfilling the 

security demands of 

E-healthcare 

systems 

The 

computational 

time cost is 

0.0506 

milliseconds. 

(Taher et al., 

2018) 

Flexible and efficient 

authentication of IoT 

cloud scheme using 

crypto hash function 

The proposed 

scheme ensures 

mutual 

authentication, 

resists 

eavesdropping 

attacks, and 

achieves forward 

secrecy. 

The 

computational 

time cost is 

0.0437 

milliseconds 

(Aghili et 

al., 2019) 

Lightweight three-

factor authentication, 

access control and 

ownership transfer 

Both the security 

and efficiency of 

LACO are 

evaluated and 

demonstrated that 

The 

computational 

time cost is 

0.052 

milliseconds. 
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scheme for e-health 

systems in IoT. 

the proposed 

scheme is secure.  

(Kaul et al., 

2020) 

A data access control 

system for healthcare 

settings that uses 

secure, privacy-

preserving biometric-

based user 

authentication 

methods. 

Sufficiently secure 

to meet the 

requirements for 

use in a healthcare 

setting. 

The 

computational 

time cost is 

0.046 

milliseconds. 

(Abdulmalik 

et al., 2023) 

 Secure two-factor 

mutual authentication 

scheme using shared 

image in medical 

healthcare 

environment 

The proposed 

mutual 

authentication can 

protect the 

information against 

well-known attacks, 

ensure the user's 

privacy, and key 

management. 

The 

computational 

time cost is 

0.096 

milliseconds 
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CHAPTER THREE: THESIS METHODOLOGY   

3.1 Introduction 

          In this chapter, the Generate Access Key (GAK) algorithm is proposed 

based on Message Authentication Code (MAC) algorithm and Hashing 

technique to produce a Security Secret Key (SSK). The GAK would work by 

providing users with a unique SSK that would be used to allow them to access 

data in the E-healthcare system with the minimum of delay. Users are also 

given flexible access rights based on their role and rights according to User 

Access Rights (UAR). In order to protect the privacy of users, the data is 

encrypted using the Database Encryption (DBE) algorithm when stored in the 

cloud database. DBE is proposed based on Advanced Encryption Standard 

(AES) algorithm and Hashing technique. To be read by the users, the data in 

the system must be decrypted based on the Database Decryption (DBD) 

algorithm.   

3.2 Proposed System Model 

 The proposed system model is deployed to provide robust and secure 

access in a cloud-based E-healthcare system, as Fig. 3 .1 shows the designed 

system model . 
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Fig. 3. 1 designed system model 

➢ The cloud provides users with infinite storage space. It provides consumers 

with simple and effective storage services. The cloud is a semi-trusted third 

party that provides data storage and download services. 

➢ The user can access the system using IDU and PWU, then use the key 

obtained from the CS, which is responsible for giving updates to the key. A 

working system model is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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Fig. 3. 2 Flowchart of proposed system model 
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3.2.1 Registration Phase 

Step 1: Patient (Puser) chooses his identity (PID) and password (PPW) in the 

system of healthcare institute. Also, Puser records information about his doctor 

and relatives in Electronic Healthcare Record (𝐸𝐻𝑅).   

Step 2: Puser computes the following equations (3.1) and (3.2):  

𝑼𝑰𝑫 = 𝒉(𝑷𝑰𝑫    ⃦ 𝑺𝑲𝒔,𝒓)                                              3.1 

𝑼𝑷𝑾 = 𝒉(𝑷𝑷𝑾    ⃦ 𝑺𝑲𝒔,𝒓)                                             3.2 

Where, U is the user, h is the hash function and SK is a secret key between 

sender and receiver. 

Step 3:  Puser submits (𝑈𝐼𝐷 , 𝑈𝑃𝑊 , 𝐸𝐻𝑅) to Cloud Server (𝐶𝑆).  

Step 4:  𝐶𝑆 verifies its database to check if Puser is previously registered. If so, 

𝐶𝑆 terminates this phase. Otherwise, the 𝐶𝑆 adds a new record to Puser 

according to patient’s information (𝑈𝐼𝐷, 𝑈𝑃𝑊 , 𝐸𝐻𝑅) in the main secure 

database. 

3.2.2 Login and Authentication Phase 

 Puser wishes to login the system for checking his 𝐸𝐻𝑅, receiving report 

from his doctor or sending quires to his doctor. Therefore, it is necessary to 

ensure from the authority of Puser to allow him accessing to the system Fig 3.5. 

shows the login and authentication phase processes.  
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Fig. 3. 3 Login and Authentication phase 

The important steps that use in current phase as follows:  

Step 1: Puser enters his username (PID) and password (PPW), generates 

integer random number N ∈ Z, where Z is integer number. Then, 

computes unknown user identity UID and unknown user password 

UPW.  where, (UID and UPW =ℎ((UPW) || N)).  

 Step 2: Puser encrypts N, according to EPuser = 𝐸𝑛𝑐 SKE,D (N). 

Step 3: Puser sends his login request(UID, UPW, EPuser)  to 𝐶𝑆.  
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Step 4: In the 𝐶𝑆, it checks patients; if Puser was found in the database of 

𝐶𝑆 or no based on UID. If false, it terminates this phase. Otherwise, 𝐶𝑆 

restores random number by decrypting EPuser, where N’= 𝐷𝑒𝑐 SKE,D  

(EPuser). 

Step 5: Compare the UPW sent by Puser (U PW
p ) and the UPW stored in the 

cloud database (U PW
c ), if it is valid then 𝐶𝑆 sends the Security Secret 

Key (SSK) to the E-mail of Puser.  

Step 6: At this step, Puser restores SSKc via his E-mail and encrypts SSKc 

using EPuser
p

 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐 SKuser (SSKp), then sends to 𝐶𝑆. The algorithm 1 

demonstrates how SSK is generated according to GAK algorithm.  

Algorithm 1: GAK  

Input: 

h is crypto hash function  

SK is private key between sender and receiver  

B← 64 Bytes is number of bytes of blocks 

ipad ← the byte 0x36 repeated B times 

opad ← the byte 0x5C repeated B times. 

Output: generate SSK 

1: if SK < B then 

2:    do SK | | padding then 

3: if B==SK then 

4:    SK ⨁ ipad←SKinner 

5:    h(SKinner)=x1 

6:    SK ⨁ opad← SKouter  

7:    x1 | | SKouter ← Ko  

8:    h(Ko)=x2 

Generate get offset of (x2) ←SSK 
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Step 7: 𝐶𝑆 compares between SSKc and SSKp. if true then gives 

permission to Puser for entering the system and applying the main 

operations included healthcare services at the Healthcare phase. 

Otherwise, the current phase is terminated. 

 The GAK algorithm is proposed based on Message Authentication Code 

(MAC) and Hashing technique to authenticate only valid users. 
 

3.3 Time Execution 

 Time delays in access control in E-healthcare systems have significant 

consequences for patient care and treatment. According to the proposed 

algorithm, three stages are involved: registration, login, and authentication. 

During the authentication phase, the algorithm creates a unique key for each 

user's login attempt. The time delay is calculated by measuring the time taken 

for each operation in each phase. In the registration phase, the Registration 

Delay (𝐷𝑅) is calculated by the following equation (3.3): 

𝑫𝑹 = 𝟐𝑻𝒉 + 𝟐𝑻||                                          3.3 

 Where function (𝑇ℎ) is the required time to perform the crypto hash 

function and (𝑇||) is the performing time for the concatenation operation. The 

coefficient 2 is used for both Th and T|| because the registration phase involves 

performing these operations twice when a user wants to register. 

 The login and authentication are another phase before the user can access 

the data. Login and Authentication Delay (𝐷𝐴) depends on processing five 

main operations, which are calculated according to the following equation 

(3.4):  

𝑫𝑨 = 𝟓𝑻𝒉 + 𝟑𝑻 ⃦ + 𝟐𝑻𝑬𝒏𝒄 + 𝟏𝑻𝑫𝒆𝒄 + 𝟐𝑻⨁                         3.4 

 Where (𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐) is the processing time for the symmetric decryption 

function, (𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐) is processing time for the symmetric encryption function and 

the processing time for the XOR operation 𝑇⨁. In this phase 𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐 is processing 
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once, 𝑇ℎ is processing five times and 𝑇|| is processing three times while login 

and authenticating the valid users, two remained processes (𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 + 𝑇⨁) are 

performing two times. 

 So, the Total Delay (𝐷𝑇) for accessing any user is calculated according 

to the following equation 3.5: 

𝑫𝑻 = 𝑫𝑹 + 𝑫𝑨                                               3.5 

𝑫𝑻 = 𝟕𝑻𝒉 + 𝟓𝑻 ⃦ + 𝟐𝑻𝑬𝒏𝒄 + 𝟏𝑻𝑫𝒆𝒄 + 𝟐𝑻⨁ 

 𝐷𝑇 refers to the amount of time it takes for users to access data, and this 

value is derived by combining the processing times in 𝐷𝑅 and  𝐷𝐴. 

3.4 Proposed System Members 

 The user can access the data according to his role. There are six roles in 

our model: admin, patient, doctor, laboratory, secretariat, and pharmacist. The 

various related permissions and actions are set up in the basic frame based on 

the varied requirements of each role; that are described below: 

➢ Users are also given flexible access rights based on their role and rights 

according to User Access Rights (UAR) algorithm as shown by pseudo 

code. 

Algorithm 2: UAR 

Input: 

UQ is user request 

UR is user rights 

Output: Generate role and rights for each user 

1: Get UQ   

2: for all UQ ∈ E-healthcare system do 

3:   if UQ==patient then 

4:       UR = view; write;  

5:  else if UQ==doctor 
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6:       UR =partial view of related patients; write; 

7:  else if UQ ==Laboratories  

8:       UR =partial view; partial write; 

9:  else if UQ ==pharmacist  

10:      UR = partial view; complete the patient loop; 

11: else if UQ ==secretory 

12:       UR =write;  

13: end 

 

➢ The patient is the person who is admitted to the hospital for a diagnosis 

or checkup. According to his diagnosis, a particular doctor is assigned 

to take care of him in the hospital. The patient can view his medical 

history, make an appointment, get test results, and be assigned drugs. 

➢ Admin is a hospital IT manager who can effectively register the hospital 

system with the CS. Patients’ data are kept in the CS according to the 

standards established by the hospital IT admin, and the security system 

provides secure access to the Cloud. Separated their permissions by 

having roles from the admin, who can control the entire system. 

➢ A doctor is a person who looks after the patients who have been 

committed to him for treatment. Only the connected doctor should 

typically have access to the patient’s information. The doctor uploads 

all of the patient data, encrypts it before storing it in the cloud 

database.  

➢ The laboratories can see the basic information of the patient and send 

back the test results to the doctor and the patient. 

➢ The pharmacist can see the information report of the patient that 

contains the drugs written to the patient by the doctor. At the end of all 
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the checkups in the hospital and consulting with doctors, a patient is 

provided a medical report and stored in the cloud database. 

3.5  Security System Database 

 The Database Encryption (DBE) algorithm encrypts data before storing 

it in a database. The process of encryption involves converting plaintext 

(unencrypted user data) into ciphertext (encrypted user data) using SK. The SK 

is a secret code that is used to encrypt and decrypt the data. 

 The DBE algorithm uses a strong and secure implementation of the 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to convert the plaintext data into 

ciphertext. AES is a widely used encryption standard that is considered to be 

one of the most secure encryption algorithms available. Next, the DBE 

algorithm uses a hashing algorithm to securely manage the cryptographic key 

used in the encryption process. A hashing algorithm takes the cryptographic 

key and produces a fixed-size SK. Then the SK is used as a key for encrypting 

and decrypting the data. By using a SK instead of the original key, the DBE 

algorithm can ensure that the key is securely managed and cannot be easily 

accessed by unauthorized users. The algorithm3 demonstrates how the data is 

encrypted. 

Algorithm 3: DBE 

Input: 

Pl is plaintext 

SK is secret key 

h is hashing 

Range j=[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9] 

Nr number of rounds 

Output: Encrypted data 

1: h(SKE,D)←SKh 
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2: h (Ptxt) ←Ptxth 

3: state(Ptxth) ←state 

4: AddKey(state, SKh(0)) 

5: for j=1 to Nr-1 do 

6:        SubBytes(state) 

7:        ShiftRows(state) 

8:        MixColumns(state) 

9:        AddKey(state, SKh(j)) 

10: End 

11: SubBytes(state) 

12: ShiftRows(state) 

13: AddKey(state, SKNr-1) 

14: Generate Ctxt 

 Once the data is encrypted and the cryptographic key is securely 

managed, the DBE algorithm stores the encrypted data in the database. When 

the data needs to be accessed, the DBE algorithm uses the same cryptographic 

key to decrypt the data and convert it back into plaintext. The algorithm4 

demonstrates how the data is decrypted. 

Algorithm 4: DBD 

Input: 

Ctxt is Cyphertext 

SKh is hashed secret key  

h is hashing 

j is counter 

Nr number of rounds 

Output: Encrypted data 

1: Get SKh 
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2: state(Ctxt) ←state 

3: AddKey(state, SKh(0)) 

4: for j=1 to Nr-1 do 

5:        InvShiftRows(state)  

6:        InvSubBytes(state) 

7:        InvMixColumns(state) 

8:        AddKey(state, SKh(j)) 

9: End 

10: InvShiftRows(state) 

11: InvSubBytes(state) 

12: AddKey(state, SKNr-1) 

13: h(Ptxth)←Ptxt 

14: Generate Ptxt 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION           

4.1 Introduction  

 Security and privacy issues are considered essential obstacles in the 

healthcare-based cloud service systems. Therefore, user access control is a 

crucial step in ensuring security and accessing data in the E-healthcare system 

with the minimum of delay. In a previous contribution (Chapter three), a robust 

and secure access control system is described based on the proposed algorithms 

in the E-healthcare system. Also, by using our algorithms, the time of 

legitimate user access could be decreased and keep these data private and away 

from unauthorized access. The performance analysis results indicate an 

important balance between security and performance. This chapter shows the 

performance of the proposed model and its computational cost compared with 

previous works. 

4.2 Mechanism of E-Healthcare Design  

 The mechanism of using supported tools to design E-Healthcare consists 

of four steps:  

4.2.1 Webpage Design 

 It means designing the structure of a web page, such as (tables, forms, 

input fields, text areas, etc.) using the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML5) 

programming language. HTML5 is the latest version of the HTML used to 

create web pages and applications. It is an improvement over previous 

versions, offering better support for multimedia elements, improved 

performance, and enhanced accessibility on mobile devices. HTML5 is also 

designed to be backward compatible, making it easier for developers to 

upgrade their existing web pages to the latest version. 
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4.2.2 Webpage Effects 

 Using the CSS programming language, jQuery, and Bootstrap classes, 

webpage effects depict the style of HTML components such as (colors, hovers, 

font size, position, animation, etc.). 

➢ CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is a language used to style and format web 

pages. It is used alongside HTML and JavaScript to create visually 

appealing and dynamic web pages. CSS allows to control the layout, 

typography, color, and other visual aspects of a web page. 

➢  jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies the process of 

manipulating HTML documents and handling events in web pages. It 

provides a wide range of tools and features that make it easier to work 

with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

➢ Bootstrap classes can be used to apply various styling to any web page, 

like font style, text color, background color, flex, grid system, etc. 

4.2.3 Data Processing 

 During this stage, the inputted data is verified to ensure it is accurate and 

meets specific requirements. Then, using tools like PHP, jQuery, and 

JavaScript, the necessary computations are performed to generate the desired 

output. 

➢ PHP is a server-side scripting language that is used to develop dynamic 

web pages and web applications. PHP code is executed on the server-

side, and the output is sent to the client-side as HTML, CSS, and 

JavaScript. 

➢ JavaScript is a programming language that is used to create dynamic and 

interactive web pages. It is a client-side scripting language that runs in 

the browser and interacts with the CSS to dynamically update web 
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pages. JavaScript is commonly used to add functionality such as form 

validation, interactive menus, and animations to web pages. 

4.2.4 Saving and Retrieving 

 Saving means storing entered data in the database, while retrieving is the 

opposite of saving and involves restoring data from the database. Heroku 

Cloud Database is a cloud-based database service that allows to store and 

manage data in the cloud. It is a fully managed service that provides high 

availability and scalability for applications that require a database. Heroku 

offers a variety of plans to meet different business needs. The Premium 3 plan 

on Heroku provides businesses with high availability and heavy workload 

capabilities. The cloud plan that has been used is outlined in Table 4.1 and 

includes specific details regarding its specifications. 

Table 4. 1 Specifications of the used cloud 

Specifications Details  

Plan 

RAM 

Storage 

Resources  

Vertical scaling 

Horizontal scaling 

Availability 

Premium 3 

15GB 

512GB 

Dedicated 

Automatic 

Automatic 

High 

4.3 Implementation of the proposed algorithm 

 Registration page shown in Fig 4.1 typically serves as the initial interface 

for patients to create an account and establish their electronic health record. This 

page requires the user to enter personal information such as name, contact details 

such as email and phone number along with additional medical history and 
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demographic data. This data is then stored in the E-healthcare system and used to 

create a patient profile that can be accessed by healthcare providers to provide 

more effective and efficient care. 

 

Fig. 4. 1 Registration page 

 The page used for registering patients also has a system in place to confirm 

their identity and maintain the confidentiality of their medical information. Once 

the user has filled out the registration form, they will need to enter a unique code 

called the SSK as presented in fig 4.2 that has been sent to them in order to finalize 

the registration process. This additional step is taken to ensure the security and 

accuracy of the registration information, and to prevent unauthorized access to 

the patient’s personal health data. 
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Fig. 4. 2 Verifying the identity of users before they register 

 The login page as shown in Fig 4.3 is a primary interface that authorized 

users use to access health records. To access the E-healthcare system, the user is 

typically required to enter a username and password, which is then authenticated 

by the system before granting access to the user’s account.   

 

Fig. 4. 3 Login page 
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 The login page also requires SSK that is sent to his email as shown in fig 

4.4, to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the sensitive health 

data stored within the system. 

 

Fig. 4. 4 The sent SSK via E-mail 

  Fig 4.5 illustrates that the login process necessitates the user to provide an 

SSK before accessing the system 

 

Fig. 4. 5 Verifying the identity of users before they register 
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 Upon successful login, the user is granted access to the patient health 

records that they are authorized to view, edit, or manage. Fig 4.6 contains all the 

roles that have access to the system. Each user role has specific access levels and 

permissions within the E-healthcare system, which are designed to ensure that 

patient information is protected and accessed only by authorized individuals. 

 

Fig. 4. 6 User roles 

 Fig. 4.7 illustrates that the secretary has the ability to either authorize or 

decline the patient's request to visit the doctor. The secretary also has the authority 

to cancel or reschedule the appointment. 

 

Fig. 4. 7 Arrangement of today appointment 
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 The "Today Appointment" page which shown in Fig 4.8 is a feature that 

allows healthcare providers and administrative staff to view all of the 

appointments that are scheduled for the current day.  

 

Fig. 4.8 Current day appointment 

 The doctor secretory can add new patient after filling the patient’s 

information. This will be the alert notification for success adding record to the 

database. As shown in Fig 4.9 After adding information about a patient to the 

database the secretory can add an appointment for the patient. the data is stored 

and can be retrieved by secretory any time needed. 
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Fig. 4.9 Adding new patient 

 After the patient is examined by a doctor, the doctor can prescribe tests or 

drugs for the patient's medical treatment that shown in Fig 4.10. 

 

Fig. 4.10 Doctor view patient data 
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 After the doctor requests a test for a patient in the E-healthcare system, 

laboratory users will be notified of the test request and perform the necessary tests 

on the patient. Once the test results are ready, the laboratory users will then send 

the results to the doctor for review and analysis as shown in Fig 4.11. 

 

Fig. 4.11 laboratory view a patient’s test requests 

 If the doctor accepts the test results and determines that medication is 

necessary for the patient's treatment, they may write a prescription for the 

appropriate medication. The prescription will typically include the name of the 

medication, the dose, and instructions for how to take it that is shown in Fig 4.12. 
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Fig. 4.12 drug request by doctor 

 The patient can then take the prescription to a pharmacy to have it filled. 

The pharmacist will review the prescription, prepare the medication, and provide 

instructions on how to take it shown in Fig 4.13. The patient will need to provide 

their insurance information or pay for the medication out-of-pocket, depending 

on their insurance coverage.  

 

Fig. 4.13 Patient took the drugs 
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 After obtaining the medication, the patient may need to schedule a follow-

up appointment with the doctor to monitor their response to the treatment and 

adjust the medication if necessary. 

 The results displayed in fig 4.14 depict the outcome of employing an 

encryption methodology designed to enhance database security by protecting 

against potentialsecurity breaches by hackers. In the event that unauthorized 

access is obtained, the encrypted records stored within the database are rendered 

unreadable, thereby preventing hackers from obtaining any useful information. 

The use of this encryption technique is aimed at ensuring that user privacy is 

safeguarded, even in the event of a security breach  even it is impossible by using 

the proposed accessing method. 

 

Fig. 4.14 Encrypted data in the database 

 

4.4 Experimental Results and Analysis 

 The proposed system model is simulated to evaluate its performance and 

confirm its theoretical background. The simulated findings of the model are 

shown and discussed. 

4.4.1 Simulation Environment 

 Apache JMeter has been an open-source platform for assessing the 

performance of systems. To test the effectiveness of the suggested secure access 

control in an E-healthcare-based cloud system, the algorithms mentioned earlier 
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were implemented using the JMeter Simulator. The system consists of five 

operations (𝑇⨁, 𝑇ℎ , 𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 , 𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐 , 𝑇 ⃦) that have been tested with varying levels of load 

and different numbers of users (n) ranging from ten to two hundred. And 

requested data size determined. 

 The system used in this project is detailed in table 4.2 that highlights key 

specifications. The laptop’s high-speed memory, solid-state drive, and powerful 

CPU and GPU provided the necessary tools to analyze and process the data. 

Table 4. 2 specification of the system 

Specifications  Details 

OS 

RAM 

Hard 

CPU  

GPU 

Win 10 

16GB – 2933MHz 

M.2 NVMe 512GB 

Intel core i7-10750H 

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660 Ti 

 

4.4.2 Performance Evaluation 

 To evaluate the performance of the proposed method according to the 

system model design. The time cost evaluation is used to determine how much 

time it takes to authenticate users. When the users send login requests, the system 

checks if they are valid or not. For this purpose, after checking the UID and UPW, 

a SSK is created and sent to the users for proof of user validation. Table 4.3 shows 

the simulation results of our algorithm. The authenticated users then view the data 

cloud according to their roles.  

Table 4.3 The authentication phase 

Number of users (n) Time (second) 

10 20 
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20 30 

30 40 

40 50 

50 60 

60 80 

70 100 

80 120 

90 150 

100 180 

110 210 

120 240 

130 270 

140 290 

150 310 

160 330 

170 350 

180 380 

190 410 

200 440 

 

 The time delay cost for ten to two hundred participants is simulated, and 

10 users per simulation are added, as shown in Fig 4.15. First, the least number 

of users, which are ten users (n = 10) is simulated, and the time delay for 

authentication in our model is 20 milliseconds in the authentication phase. The 

time delay is gradually increasing as the number of users increases. Because the 

queuing and processing load on the system also increase, leading to a time delay. 

If one hundred users (n = 100) want to authenticate, the time delay is 180 

milliseconds. The difference in time is 160 milliseconds between login requests 
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from ten users and one hundred users, so the proposed model has good efficiency 

and high performance. 

          When there are more users sending login requests, the system performance 

should not be affected significantly. When 110 users send login requests at the 

same time, and the proposed system wants 120 milliseconds. The time spent 

authenticating 150 users is 310 milliseconds, and for 180 users, 380 milliseconds 

are needed. Only 440 milliseconds are spent for every 200 users. The time 

difference between n = 200 and n = 110 is 230 milliseconds, indicating that the 

proposed secure model requires very little time to obtain authentication. So, the 

proposed algorithm is lightweight to reduce the overhead on the system and 

ensure that it can handle high volumes of requests.   

 

Fig. 4.15 Authentication phase (2) 
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 To evaluate the performance of our system response time for multiple 

users. The total time for data response time for multiple users is shown Table 4.4. 

The results of the experiment show that our system is capable of responding to a 

lot of users in a reasonable response time as shown in Fig 4.16. 

Table 4. 4 Data response time 

Number of users (n) Time (millisecond) 

10 10 

20 20 

30 30 

40 40 

50 50 

60 70 

70 90 

80 110 

90 130 

100 150 

 There are one hundred users n=10 users requesting 153 bytes of data from 

data cloud at the same time the response time delay is 10 milliseconds, the data 

response time is gradually increases because the need to process more requests 

sequentially. When the number of users n=60, 70 milliseconds are needed for 

requesting and responding the data. Also, we obtain the response time for 100 

participants request access data, the time delay is 150 milliseconds.  
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Fig. 4. 16: Data response time  

4.5 Comparison with other works 

 The computational time cost refers to the amount of time it takes to execute 

an algorithm or a set of operations. In order to assess performance of the proposed 

algorithms, the computational time cost for all the registration, login, and 

authentication phases are compared with other methods. The outcomes of the 

computational comparisons between the suggested algorithms and the associated 

algorithms are shown in Table 4.5. 

Table 4. 5 Comparison of computational time costs with other related works 

Reference 𝑫𝑹 𝑫𝑨 𝑫𝑻 

(Yassin et al., 

2016) 

5𝑇ℎ + 2𝑇⨁ + 1𝑇 ⃦ 13𝑇ℎ + 12𝑇⨁

+ 6𝑇 ⃦ + 2𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐

+ 2𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 

18𝑇ℎ + 14𝑇⨁

+ 7𝑇 ⃦ + 2𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐

+ 2𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 ≈ 0.0598 

(Zhang et al., 

2017) 

4𝑇ℎ + 5𝑇⨁ + 5𝑇 ⃦ 18𝑇ℎ + 27𝑇⨁

+ 19𝑇 ⃦ 

22𝑇ℎ + 32𝑇⨁

+ 24𝑇 ⃦ ≈ 0.0506 
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(Kaul et al., 

2020) 

6𝑇ℎ + 6𝑇⨁

+ 6𝑇 ⃦+1𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐

+ 1𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 

10𝑇ℎ + 20𝑇⨁

+ 10𝑇 ⃦ 

16𝑇ℎ + 26𝑇⨁

+ 16𝑇 ⃦+1𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐

+ 1𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 ≈ 0.046 

Our system 

model 

2𝑇ℎ + 2𝑇 ⃦ 5𝑇ℎ + 5𝑇 ⃦

+ 2𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐 + 1𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐

+ 2𝑇⨁ 

7𝑇ℎ + 7𝑇 ⃦ + 2𝑇𝐸𝑛𝑐

+ 1𝑇𝐷𝑒𝑐 + 2𝑇⨁

≈ 0.035 

  

 The process of registering a user in the system only needs to be carried out 

once for that particular user. After registration, the user's account information and 

identity are stored in the system for future reference. On the other hand, the login 

and authentication phases are required to be performed every time the user 

intends to access healthcare services. These phases are necessary to verify the 

user's identity and authorization, ensuring that only legitimate users gain access 

to the system. The proposed algorithms in the comparisons has a great advantage 

in terms of computational costs (0.035 milliseconds). That is because SSK was 

created with a very small delay and is not included in any phase, and time for 

other operations in all phases is very small if compared with other systems as 

shown in fig 4.17. We see that the suggested system has a fair mix of speed, 

performance, and security aspects. 

 

Fig. 4.17: Computation time Cost Comparison 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter ends the thesis and summarizes the most significant 

contributions and discoveries. The first section is the summary of the thesis, while 

the later section discusses the constraints of the study and presents a list of 

potential possibilities for further research. 

5.2 Conclusion 

To ensure the security of E-healthcare based cloud systems, several 

security measures can be implemented. These include access controls that are 

used to ensure that only authorized users have access to E-healthcare data.  

proposing new algorithm for data access in an E-healthcare based cloud is an 

important step towards improving the quality and efficiency of healthcare 

delivery. By reducing delays in accessing patient data, healthcare providers can 

provide better care and ultimately help to improve the overall health of the 

population.  

We identified that the primary aim of E-healthcare based cloud is security. 

Therefore, A Generate Access Key (GAK) algorithm is proposed to produce a 

Security Secret Key (SSK). The GAK would work by providing users with a 

unique SSK that would be used to allow them when they attempt to access data 

in the E-healthcare system with the minimum of delay. Users are also given 

flexible access rights based on their role and rights according to User Access 

Rights (UAR) algorithm. To protect the privacy of users, the data is encrypted 

using the Database Encryption (DBE) algorithm before being stored in the 

database. To read the data in the system by the users the data is decrypted based 

on Database Decryption (DBD) algorithm.  

 The algorithms are capable of handling security requirements for allowing 

valid users to access with a minimum of delay compared with other works. The 
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design of the system is showed with the use of the proposed algorithms. The 

performance of our algorithms is simulated, the simulation results show that the 

delay of authenticate two hundred users is 440 milliseconds, and the data response 

time is 150 milliseconds for 200 participants requesting data simultaneously. The 

computational cost was compared with other related works and found that in our 

algorithms, 0.035 milliseconds were needed for the registration, login, and 

authentication stages. 

5.3 Future Works 

 E-healthcare systems have become increasingly popular due to their ability 

to improve patient care and optimize healthcare services. However, there were a 

number of unresolved concerns that need further investigation in the future. Only 

the most promising one is highlighted from our perspective. Future research can 

investigate how the proposed algorithm can be integrated with other emerging 

technologies, such as blockchain, machine learning and artificial intelligence, to 

enhance the security and performance of E-healthcare-based cloud systems. 

These technologies have the potential to improve the overall security and 

performance of E-healthcare -based cloud systems and can be integrated with the 

proposed algorithm to achieve even better results. 

 Research in this field is increasing as lifestyles change and learn towards 

the fast large and unlimited transfer of data. Searching for new E-healthcare-

based cloud theories and algorithms to maintain security and privacy is extremely 

demanding for production technology companies to be partners, and the future 

remains open in this area. 
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 پوختە 

 هک  ش،ۆخهن  یشتتتتکيپز  یژووێم هل  ڵييه ايجيد   یکێشتتتتانەو  ینۆک ريلهئ  یندروستتتت هت  یرێچاود  

  یر ێ. چتاود ت ێتگرەد ۆخهل  انيتکتانهرمتانەو د   رهستتتتەو چتار  یشتتتتکيپز  یخۆبتارود   ەیربتارەد   یاريتزان

  ەو يه نتتدروستتتت  هت  یرێد ەچتتاو  یرانهنکيداب  نيهلاهل  یگشتتتت   یکەيهوێشتتتت  هب  ینۆک ريلهئ  ینتتدروستتتت هت

  ین ۆ ک ر يلهئ  یندروست هت  یرێچاود   یمهست ي. ستشۆخهن  یرێچاود   ی يکوال  یرکردنباشت   ۆب  ت ێنرێهەکارد هب

  یکان ەتوند   ستتتاڕێ رێژ  هتۆوتهو ک  ت ێگرەد ۆخهل  شۆخهن  یاريستتت هه  یاريزان هک  ييهکەرهستتت  یکێئامراز

  یندروس  هت  یرێچاود   یرانهنکيداب هل  کێرۆزلاود  ک  یدانهڵرههس  یدوا  ه. لەوهشيو ئاسا  ینێنه  یپاراس ن

.  گرن ەد هڵهکلاود   ماهبن  یمهست يست  رهستهل  انۆيخ  ینۆک ريلهئ  یندروست هت  یرێچاود   یکانييهاريزان  ست اێئ

  یمن هئ یداهحهت  نينتد هچ  ت ێتتوانەد   کلاود   ۆب  ین ۆک ريلهئ ی نتدروستتتت هت  یرێچتاود   یداتتاکتان  ەیوهگواستتتت ن

  ييهکەرهستتتت  ييهرانهگين  هل  کێتکيه.  ت ێتببرەوهڕێو ب  ت ێتريبگ  رچتاوهبهل  یورد   هب  ت ێتبەد   هک  ووڕ  هبختات

  یترستتتتهم  ،کلاود   ۆب  ینۆک ريلهئ ینتدروستتتت هت  یرێچتاود   یداتتاکتان  ەیوهگواستتتت ن  یکتات  هل  کتانييهمنهئ

  یگرنگ   یکهيهکهاتێپ  شت نهياگڕست ەد   ۆڵین رۆ. کت ۆڵهم  ێبهب  هشتۆخهن  یکانييهاريزان  هب  شت نهياگڕست ەد 

  شۆ خ ه ن  ی کانييهاريزان هب  شت نهياگڕست ەد  هل  ابوونينڵو د   ،ييه نۆک ريلهئ  یندروست هت  یرێچاود   یمهست يست

  ۆب   ینێنه  یپاراستتت ن  هاەروه. ههگرنگ  رۆز  شيئاستتتا  یپاراستتت ن  ۆو گونجاو ب  زراوێپار  یکەيهوێشتتت  هب

.  کلاود دا هل  یگرتنهڵه  یکات هداتاکان ل یدکردنۆک  هب  یندروستتتت هت  یرێچاود   یمهستتتت يستتتت  هيیکپارچيه

  یداتتاکتان   هب  انيتستتتت ەد   دات ەد   دراوێتپهگڕێ یرانهنێکتارههب  هب  هگڕێ  نهتاهت شتتتت نهياگڕستتتت ەد   ۆڵین رۆک

 هل  شۆخهن  ی کانييهاريزان هب  شتت نهياگڕستت ەد   دا،يندروستت هت  یرێد چاو هبگات. ل  ینۆک ريلهئ  یندروستت هت

  هب   شتت نهياگڕستت ەد  هکات ل  یوتنه. دواکرهگيکار  یرێد چاو  یشتتکردنهشتتکێپ  ۆب هگرنگ رۆز  داۆيخ  یکات

 هل  ني يبر  هک  شۆخهن  یرێچتاود   ۆب  ی چتاوەرواننهکراو نجتامهرئەد   ۆیه  ه ێبب  ت ێتتوانەد   کتانييهاريتزان

  یکتات   یوتنهدواک  ،ەکتارۆه  مهئ  رهبهل  ره. هگونجتاوهن  یرهستتتتەو چتار  شتتتتتانکردنيستتتت نەد   یوتنهدواک

 .ەکانکراو اريشنێپ ه ميرۆلگهئ ینانێکارههب هب ەوه ێبەد  مهک رهنێکارههب هب ش نهياگڕس ەد 

  یما هبن رهستتتتهل ەکراو  اريشتتتتنێپ  Generate Access Key (GAK)  ی ميرۆلگهئ  داەزێت مهل 

(MAC) Message Authentication Code  ت   ینتتانتێتمتهتهرههب  ۆبت  Hashing  یکتتانتهکيتکتنتهو 

Security Secret Key (SSK)    ینتکتردنتيتدابت  ۆبت  کتتات ەکتتارد که  SSK    هک  رانهنێتکتتارهتهببتۆ 

  یما هبن  کلاودی  یمهستتتت يستتتت هداتتاکتان بگتات ل  هب  انيتستتتت ەد   بتدات ێپ  انهيتگڕێ  ەیوهئ  ۆب  ت ێتنرێهەکتارد هب

  يانش ن هياگڕس ەد   یماف  ران هنێکارههب  هاەروه. هوتنهدواک  نيم رهک  هب  ینۆک ريلهئ  یندروس هت  یرێچاود 

  ۆ. ب User Access Rights  (UAR)  ی ميرۆلگهئ  ێیپهب  انيکانهو ماف  ڕۆڵ هب  ست نهپشت ب  هب ت ێدرەد ێپ

ب  ران،هنێکتتارههب  ینێنه  یپتتاراستتتت ن  Database (DBE)  هی ميرۆلگهئ  ینتتانێکتتارههب  هداتتتاکتتان 



 

 

Encryption  بت  نێتريتبگتهڵته  داتتتابتتايستتتتهکهدا  هل  ەیوهئ  شێتپت  نێتکرەد   د ۆکت   نيه لاهل  ەیوهنتتدنێتخو  ۆو 

 Database(  DBD)ی   ميرۆلگهئ  هب  ستت نهپشتت ب  هب ت ێبەد   هکهمهستت يناو ستت  یداتاکان  ەو هرانهنێکارههب

Decryption  ۆب   وتنهدواک  هک  ەند ەد  شتتتتانين کتانه ميرۆلگهئ تتاقيکردنهوەی  ینجتامه. ئ ەوه ێبکر د ۆک  

  ۆب  هچرک  یليم  ١٥٠داتاکان    ەیوهمدانەڵاو  یو کات  ،هچرک یليم  ٤٤٠  رهنێکارههب  د هدوو ست  یتيهناهستڕە

ی  یەک توێژینەوە چەند  . کاتێک بەراورد دەکرێت لەگەڵ  نهکەداتا د   یکاتدا داوا  کيه  هل  هک  شداربووهب  ٢٠٠

ت وارکردن،و چوونەژوورەوە و ۆ ناغی سوەلااندنی یاسوایی    ناغەکانیپێویسوت ب  ەەووو ۆ   ، کاتیپێشووو

 چرکە.ویلی  ٠،٠٣٥بەکارەێنەر کەم دەکاتەوە ب  
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